Healthy Dose

We can totally see Katniss
getting in on rewilding, a
new movement promoting
a hard-core return to our
hunter-gatherer roots.
We’re talking scavenging
for sustenance and bathing
in hot springs—for your
health, of course. “We tend
to think of ourselves as
evolved, but really, we’re
just domesticated,
hunching in front of
computers and eating
GMO foods,” says Daniel
Vitalis, who runs national
ReWilding workshops
(danielvitalis.com). All
that sitting and
Frankenfood, he argues,
can lead to chronic
maladies such as cancer
and diabetes, whereas
aggressively interacting
with nature can blast
stress, improve mood, and
dial down disease. The
rewilding trend can veer a
bit extreme, so if you’re
not ready to, for example,
give your vagina some
health-boosting spread-leg
vitamin D, as Shai Woodley
reportedly has done,
that’s cool. You can dip into
the craze and still get
some great bennies.
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Eat

GO DIE-HARD: Fashion kebabs out of
the deer you killed with your bow
and arrow. Serve them with some freshly
foraged wild blackberries and you’ll
know your fare is totally free of additives
and chemicals, says Vitalis.
JUST DABBLE: Buy organic meat and inseason produce at a local farmers’ market.
Choose wild-caught seafood over farmed.

Drink

GO DIE-HARD: Sip spring water straight
from the source to avoid contaminants
that can lurk in tap water. ID a
local stream at findaspring.com.
JUST DABBLE: Use a reverse-osmosis
filter on your faucet. Or buy spring
water in glass containers; just make sure
the specific source is cited on the
label (otherwise you could be getting
filtered tap).

Squat

GO DIE-HARD: Assume this position to
poop…preferably, en plein air. “Squatting
can relax your hips and reduce straining,
and it lowers the risk for hemorrhoids,”
says Vitalis. Research backs him up (we’re
here all week! Ba-dum-dum).
JUST DABBLE: Lower into
a flat-footed squat—in
the gym, if not the loo—for
a few minutes a day to
stretch the hip and leg
muscles that get shortened
by excessive chair time.

Recharge

GO DIE-HARD: Rub two sticks
together to make a badass
friction fire—gazing at the glow
can lower blood pressure.
JUST DABBLE: Hang
out around a campfire
with your pals. Just one
hour of fresh air daily
increases energy
levels in 90 percent
of peeps.

Stretching like a big cat while working
through your problems? “Yoga therapy”
might sound like a bad Hollywood
satire—but it’s a research-backed
remedy gaining national traction.
One form, Yoga Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy (Y-CBT), involves 90-minute group
sessions in which patients do gentle kundalini
poses, interspersed with therapist-led
discussion. “The symptoms of depression
and anxiety have both cognitive and physical
components; when you address those
simultaneously, you can achieve a much more
rapid recovery,” says Julie Greiner-Ferris,
L.C.S.W., cocreator of this form of therapy.
Science agrees: People who regularly get
Y-CBT experience less angst, fewer sleep
problems, and a higher quality of life. Other
group and solo methods are also on the
rise, as scads of psychologists, social workers,
and yoga therapists merge traditional
“on the couch” treatment with various
“on the mat” practices, says psychiatrist and
yoga therapist Elizabeth Visceglia, M.D.
Feel like downward dogging your way
into a verbal vent sesh? The number of
certification programs—and their number of
students—is soaring, according to the
International Association of Yoga Therapists
(iayt.site-ym.com), an organization that
can help you find your new-school coach.

